Story board Instructions

• The Learning Session is designed to create an environment conducive to sharing and learning. You will have the opportunity to share a story board that tells the story of your collaborative team – team members, priority areas for your improvement project, your team’s learnings from prework. Your audience will be the other teams and collaborative chairs, faculty, and staff.

• We encourage your team to be creative. The aim of this activity is to share with others the story of what you are trying to accomplish and what you learned from completing prework. Keep it simple and straightforward and have fun!
Our Practice

• Describe your practice. Information might include:
  – # of clinicians
  – # of newborns entering practice monthly
  – Practice type
  – EHR systems utilized
  – Geographic Location
  – Something unique about your practice and/or community
  – Anything else you’d like to share about your practice
Our Team

• Team lead contact information: name, phone, email
• List your team members and their roles within the organization
• List your parent/caregiver partner
• Include photo(s) if available
Our Project Aim

• Describe your current project aim (an aim should answer the question, “what are we trying to accomplish?” The aim should be a written statement outlining the measurable goals and timeframe of your effort to improve care: “how much, by when?”)
Assumptions we held prior to completing prework that turned out to be true, or not so true
One lesson learned or surprising finding from the family discussion/interview
Low hanging fruit, changes we want to make right away
Changes that are harder to make, but important for us
What our team wants to test/focus on next